Conjunctions (1)

Let's practise using conjunctions! Like: however, because of, so that etc.

Conjunctions are used to connect two parts of a sentence. For example: I stayed at home because of the rain.
Here you can practise the conjunctions: however, because of, so that, although AND in order to.

He did all his homework on Friday, _________ he could enjoy the weekend.
so that
although
because of

I want to get a new mobile phone, _________ much it may cost.
in order to
because of
however

She couldn't sleep last night, _________ her sister's snoring.
however
in order to
because of

We've still had a great time, _________ we argued a lot.
although
in order to
however

Brian got up very early, _________ get to work on time.
because of
although
in order to

She chose drama class _________ she can be in the same class as her friend.
because of
so that
in order to
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Conjunctions (1)

You have to practise the piano, _________ much you would like to just being able to play like Mozart.
however
so that
because of

He is ten _________ he looks much older.
however
so that
although

You are listening to your horrible music _________ annoy me, right?
in order to
because of
so that

Suzy goes to drama lessons _________ her dream to become an actress one day.
however
because of
in order to

He is pround ______________ his great performace at the concert.
so that
in order to
because of

He agrees ______________ avoid arguing with his Mum.
because of
so that
in order to

She rides to school by bike every day ______________ she doesn't have to take the bus.

She looks after her little sister on Fridays, ______________ she doesn't really like it.

I am not going to go to the festival ______________ much you try to convince me to go!
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